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Alkemie exists to explore and share the life-affirming and alternative perspectives to be experienced 
in the sounds of centuries past. Comprised of singer-performers playing over a dozen instruments 
(including vieles, harps, psaltery, recorders, douçaines, and percussion), the ensemble has a 
particular interest in the porous boundaries between the court and folk music of the medieval 
period. Grounded in historical performance practice and fed by a love of experimentation, 
Alkemie’s performance on the Indianapolis Early Music Festival in June 2018 was lauded as 
“enchanting” and “indicating [the] future health” of the field of early music.” 
 
Founded in 2013 and incorporated as non-profit since 2018, Alkemie is based in Brooklyn and also 
performs nationally. In 2018-2019, Alkemie inaugurated an ongoing partnership with the Medieval 
Studies program at Fordham University, and made their debut on the Music Before 1800 concert 
series in New York. Alkemie has also appeared at the Amherst Early Music Festival (New London, 
CT), Amherst Glebe Arts Response (AGAR – Amherst, VA), Beacon Hill Concert Series 
(Stroudsburg, PA), the Capitol Early Music Series (Washington, DC), Gotham Early Music Scene 
(GEMS – New York City), and the War Memorial Arts Initiative (Baltimore). In 2019-2020, 
Alkemie and Elliot Cole premiered a new setting of the fourteenth-century Morte Arthur on the 
Five Boroughs Music Series (New York), and was also featured on the Cambridge Society for Early 
Music series (MA). Alkemie presented “Sweet Friendship” (a new program of late 15th-century 
French and Italian songs, dances, and poetry, including period dancing) at Fordham University in 
January 2020. Later this season, Alkemie looks forward to premiering a new program featuring the 
music of Hildegard von Bingen, as well as to continuing their inaugural "Alkemie & Friends” 
series. 
 
Alkemie’s members are also committed to the lively teaching of medieval and Renaissance 
performance practice and history. Alkemie was in residence at Fairmont State University in 2016-
2017, and has presented workshops and educational outreach programs at the Capitol Early Music 
Series (VA), Ramaz High School (NY), and at Fordham University (NY). Alkemie members teach 
collegiate and amateur students at Case Western Reserve University (OH), Fordham University 
(NY), the Strathmore Arts Center (MD), Amherst Early Music Festival (CT), the Baroque 
Performance Institute at Oberlin (OH) and through the Early Music Access Project (VA). For 
more information, please visit alkemie.org. 

 
 

Thank you so much to Lynn Kable & Amherst Glebe Arts Response for helping make this concert possible. 
We are also deeply grateful to Sasha Kaoru Zamler-Carhart, Ryan Koons, Ken Koons, Spiff Wiegand, & 

Charles Mueller for their invaluable assistance and support. 
 

Performers in tonight’s concert were tested for COVID-19 immediately preceding the project week, with 
negative test results. Performers operated as a household throughout the duration of the project. When 

interacting with non-household members, performers wore masks and/maintained social distancing. In 
rehearsals, singers maintained distances of at least 12 feet from non-household members if unmasked 

while singing. 



 
Notes on the Program 

Introduction: 
Who is the Other? What parts of ourselves come from the Other? What does it mean to live 

life labeled as Other? Who gets the power to apply these labels? Jews have been embodying these 
questions for as long as there have been Jews. Even through changing times and worlds, these 
questions remain just as relevant now as a thousand years ago. 

Mirroring the Other is all about relationships—between the Ashkenazi Jewish cultures and 
the dominant German & Eastern European cultures they lived within, between rich and poor, 
between men and women, between Middle High German, Old Yiddish, and Biblical Hebrew, 
between past and present. 
 When we first started putting this program together, our goal was to communicate and 
celebrate the shared humanity between German Jewish communities and the Christian communities 
that they lived within or alongside. But as we dug deeper into the sources, it became clear that the 
cozy “we’re all the same inside” narrative was not enough. Relationships between Jewish 
communities and the dominant cultures were so nuanced that there is no single, simple story this 
program can tell. While there are aesthetic, cultural, and religious borrowings in both directions, 
Ashkenazi Jewish cultures and aesthetics fundamentally differ from those of Christian Germans, in 
large part due to the multigenerational trauma of living as an Other in a society poised to attack. 

Questioning concepts of selfhood and Otherness through historical music humanizes both 
ourselves and Others, and fits well in the Jewish tradition of seeking deeper understanding by 
questioning received knowledge. Neither stereotype of “torch-wielding medieval antisemite” or 
“suffering medieval Jew” (nor their modern counterparts) respects a total human experience. By 
exploring a multiplicity of musical perspectives, Mirroring the Other offers a hazy glimpse beyond 
these dehumanizing stereotypes, forcing us to do the crucial work of questioning our own 
collectivized identities. Without this self-questioning, we go right back where we were so many 
years ago: staring at each other through the bars of the ghetto gates, seeing in each others’ eyes 
nothing but our own reflections. 
 
Meet the Sources: 
Old Yiddish literature 

The Yiddish texts on this program were compiled by Jean Baumgarten for his book 
“Introduction to Old Yiddish Literature” (translated from original French by Jerold C. 
Frakes), a treasure trove of pre-19th-century Yiddish-language poetry and prose. Niccolo 
selected the texts, transliterated them from Yiddish (traditionally written in Hebrew 
characters), and set them to music based on Synagogue modal theory. The label 
“literature” is misleading from a modern perspective—these Yiddish texts were most likely 
sung to an audience rather than read silently to oneself. Sources from Baumgarten 
represented in this program include: 

The anonymous Yiddish epic poem Yudisher Shtam focuses on the Binding of Isaac, 
the scene in Genesis when Abraham prepares to follow G-d’s instructions to sacrifice his son 
Isaac, before being interrupted by an angel, who reveals that the whole affair was a test of 



Abraham’s faith. Many medieval Jewish authors cast this story as an allegory for the Jews’ 
suffering under Christian oppression. Alkemie performs the part of this story when G-d 
harnesses the power of goofiness to keep Satan from interfering. 

The “biblical chivalric romance” Shmuel-bukh puts secular or Christian courtly 
poetry into an Old Testament context, in this case focusing on Samuel (“Shmuel” in 
Yiddish) and his family. Alkemie performs the scene where Channah learns, to her great 
surprise, that she will give birth to Shmuel. 

Eyn sheyn Purim shpil is the oldest extant complete Purimspiel script. Part of the 
traditional celebrations for the Jewish holiday Purim include a “Purimspiel”—a campy 
community theatre production parodying the events of the Book of Esther, the story of 
Jewish courage and resilience which Purim celebrates. Johann Christian Jacob Lo ̈ber Moses 
Kahan (or Katz), a Christian convert from Judaism, made a copy of the text of Eyn sheyn 
Purim shpil for use by “Hebraicists”—Christian scholars who studied Jewish history and 
culture, often with missionary aims. Although we don’t know the date of the original 
source, Kahan’s (or Katz’s) manuscript copy dates to 1697, making this source the 
chronologically latest on this program. However, because Alkemie treats this source as a 
written documentation of a much older oral tradition, Niccolo composed and Alkemie 
arranged the music to fit the late-medieval aesthetic of the rest of the program. Alkemie 
performs the scene where all the action starts: when Esther’s uncle Mordechai (often 
portrayed in Purimspiels as a clown character) refuses to bow down to the tyrant Haman, 
because Jews bow down only to G-d.  

Mizmour le-toudo, by David ben Menachem haCohen, was a 17th-century Yiddish 
poeticization of the Torah. haCohen specifically intended Mizmour le-toudo as a way to 
engage women in Torah study, since women were excluded from the yeshiva (Jewish 
education) system and were less likely to be able to read Hebrew. That being said, Mizmour 
le-toudo should not be considered a “feminist text:” according to haCohen, the reason 
women needed this text in the first place was insufficient mental capacity for Torah study, 
rather than women’s lack of access and community support for Torah study. Alkemie 
performs the prologue to Genesis, where the text shows explicitly that it was meant to be 
heard and seen, not read from a page. 

 
Cairo Genizah 

Judaism holds knowledge, study, and books as sacred. Thus, when books of liturgical text 
inevitably physically degrade, they can’t just be thrown away; instead, they are stored in a genizah, 
or storeroom, in the synagogue, for varying lengths of time. For the contents of the genizah in Ben 
Ezra Synagogue in Cairo, that time is measured in millennia. Fragments from this so-called Cairo 
Genizah include not only some of the oldest extant Yiddish writings, but also the oldest extant 
notated music in Hebrew. This music, of which Alkemie is performing three selections (“Baruch 
Hagever,” “Mi al har Chorev,” and “W’Edamah”) is written in the hand of Obadiah the Proselyte. 
Did Obadiah himself create the melodies or just transcribe them into European-style “neume” 
notation? Do the melodies come from Jewish sources at all, or are they borrowed from Christian 
traditions? Modern scholars debate all of these questions. Obadiah, originally a Norman-Italian 
nobleman-turned-monk named Johannes of Oppido, converted to Judaism, traveled throughout 



the Mediterranean and North Africa, and—unusually for his time—wrote memoirs of his 
experiences, also contained in the Cairo Genizah. 
 
Ashkenazi Dance Music 

Of the very few examples of written-down medieval instrumental dance music, none of 
them have a Jewish connection. However, Ashkenazi Jews have had rich dance and dance music 
traditions that long predate those traditions’ historical documentation. This program coincides 
chronologically with some of the earliest written mentions of “klezmer.” The “klezmer music” we 
know today is primarily a product of 19th-century and Jazz-Age musical aesthetics. What could 
15th-century klezmer music have sounded like? In keeping with the idea of “mirroring the 
other”—as exemplified by biblical chivalric romances, or even the use of Hebrew characters to 
write the Germanic language of Yiddish in the first place—Niccolo wrote this program’s dance 
music with rhythms and forms common in non-Jewish dance music, yet with melodies using 
Synagogue modes and patterns of modal shifting. 
 
Sankt Emmeram Codex 

Compiled around 1440 by Hermann Pötzlinger and unidentified others, the Sankt 
Emmeram Codex contains 280 monophonic and polyphonic pieces of Christian and secular music. 
The musical style blurs the borders between “Medieval” and “Renaissance,” not only by using both 
the earlier “black” notation and the newer “white” notation, but also by combining older 
monophonic chant practices and the newer “international” polyphonic style, often within a single 
piece. Alkemie performs an anonymous “Magnificat” from this source, which alternates between 
non-metrical, monophonic call-and-response sections and polyphonic sections that bring to mind 
the styles of composers like Guillaume Dufay and Gilles Binchois, both of whose works are 
represented throughout the Sankt Emmeram Codex. The text of the Magnificat represents the 
Virgin Mary’s first-person experience of finding out she is pregnant with the future Messiah, with 
language and positionality that bears striking resemblance to the Yiddish “Channah’s Prayer” and 
the Biblical Hebrew story that “Channah’s Prayer” retells. 
 
Codex Manesse 

The early 14th-century Codex Manesse is the largest and most spectacular extant 
manuscript of Middle High German minnesang, a sung genre of love poetry related to the earlier 
and more famous troubadour poetry from what is now Southern France. The poetry in Codex 
Manesse is organized by author, in descending order of social class, from The Holy Roman 
Emperor down to the mysterious “Wild Alexander,” with a non-individualized “portrait” of each 
author rendered in vibrant colors. 

Ranked near the top of the lower third of Codex Manesse’s 135 poets is “Süßkind, der Jude 
von Trimberg”—a Jewish poet from Trimburg, pictured wearing his “Judenhut,” a particular style 
of hat that German Jews were forced to wear as a mark of Otherness. Süßkind’s portrait shows him 
in heated debate with his three Christian interlocutors, emphasizing the complex relationships 
Süßkind had with the Christian world, and by extension, his poetry’s relationships with the other 
texts in Codex Manesse. Although Süßkind was Jewish, his poetry is in Middle High German, not 



Yiddish. Unusually for this source, Süßkind’s poetry discusses sociopolitical issues beyond courtly 
love, thus falling in the genre of spruchgesang rather than minnesang. As with all texts in Codex 
Manesse, Süßkind’s poetry is written only as text, without musical notation. Elena performs 
Süßkind’s most famous poem, “Ein wolf,” as a contrafactum (a new composition made by setting 
new words to a pre-existing melody) using the melody of the minnesänger Klingsor’s “Nachtweise 
ton.” 
 
Oswald von Wolkenstein 

Oswald von Wolkenstein (1376-1445) was a nobleman of Tyrol, a region spanning today’s 
border between Italy and Germany. Explanations for why Oswald is consistently depicted with his 
right eye closed vary wildly, from archery accidents to siege warfare. The likeliest explanation, 
confirmed by analysis of his exhumed skull, is a disproportionately smaller right eye socket, causing 
pressure on the eyeball that weakened the eyelid muscles to the point that the eye remained 
permanently closed. 

Oswald’s Janus-faced oeuvre stylistically looks both forwards and backwards—while he 
represents one of the last of the old minnesängers, he also experimented with the complex and 
daringly modern ars subtilior style. Alkemie highlights both of these extremes in this program. 
“Wer ist die da durchleuchtet” applies minnesang conventions to the Virgin Mary, putting modern 
audiences in an interesting bind—what kind of love are we supposed to feel for the Virgin Mary?  

“Der may mit lieber zal” is a contrafactum of Jehan Vaillant’s three-voice ars subtilior 
masterpiece “Par maintes foy.” Although both of the manuscripts which contain Oswald’s music 
include “Der may mit lieber zal” as a two-voice piece, Niccolo has adapted Vaillant’s contratenor 
to turn Oswald’s two-voice version back into three voices. Then, when David joins in, who knows 
what vernal hijinks might ensue? 
 
Meet the Instruments: 
Recorders were the most common European flute-like instrument until the 19th century. Sian plays 
Renaissance recorders on this program, distinguished by their cylindrical bore, clear tone, and 
range of octave-and-a-sixth, much the same as that of a human voice. Renaissance recorders are 
often built in matched “consorts”—same design in different sizes ranging from soprano to bass. 
The bass recorder on this program is Alkemie’s newest instrument acquisition, so make sure to leave 
Sian a “mazel tov” in the comments! 

 
Douçaines are one of the oboe’s ancestors, a quieter and sweeter (“indoor”) version of the more 
famous shawm. For most of the 20th century, musicologists puzzled over what mysterious 
instrument medieval chroniclers were referring to as “douçaines.” Then, when archeologists raised 
the sunken Tudor naval ship the Mary Rose from the bottom of the English Channel 1982, 
everything changed. A trunk was discovered on board that contained several musical instruments—
including a bass douçaine. With the mystery of the douçaine solved, instrument-makers began 
building consorts of douçaines to match the extant bass, of which Sian plays the alto and tenor 
sizes. 
 



Harps were extremely popular throughout medieval Europe, carrying King David symbolism that 
reflected an air of regality on the player. Medieval harps had no levers or pedals, so playing tunes 
with multiple versions of one note (i.e. F vs. F#, B vs. Bb) requires tasteful decision-making. Many 
medieval harps, including Tracy’s larger, light-colored harp, have “bray pins”—small wooden 
pins at the bottom of each string that cause a buzzing sound alongside each pluck. Not all medieval 
harps had brays, such as Tracy’s smaller harp, but the harsher, “biting” sound associated with brays 
must have been common enough to have spawned the phrase “to harp on someone.” 
 
Vielles were the most common bowed instrument of the Middle Ages. Nothing about vielles was 
standardized, from the number of strings, tuning, and playing position to even the instruments’ 
shape and construction. As a result, the different sounds vielles can make varies wildly. Enjoy the 
sonic contrasts between the three vielles featured on this program! 
 
Gitterns were one of the many pre-lute European plucked/strummed instruments. Gitterns can 
trace their lineage from the Central Asian komuz, as can the Arabic oud, which was 
“Europeanized” into the lute over the course of the later Middle Ages. This particular snakeskin-
front gittern is Niccolo’s “Europeanization” of an Indonesian gambus melayu—a fellow 
descendent of the komuz—that he bought on eBay. Originally fretless, he added triple-frets that 
function and sound just like the brays on a harp.  
 
Scheitholts are German drone zithers, domestic instruments commonly bowed or strummed while 
resting crosswise on the lap or on a resonating table. Since Niccolo’s scheitholt (built by his father-
in-law, master luthier Ken Koons) has diatonic frets, Niccolo can use a feather “noter” to slide up 
and down the melody string without including any unwanted “in-between” notes. Eventually, 
when 17th- and 18th-century German religious minority communities settled on lands of the 
Susquehannock and Lenape (today’s Pennsylvania and New Jersey), they brought their scheitholts 
with them, where they eventually evolved into today’s Appalachian dulcimers. 
 
Percussion in medieval music can be largely broken down into two subgroups: membranophones 
(drums) and idiophones. Drums came in many shapes and sizes. This program utilizes both frame 
drums (with and without “jingles” like a tambourine), and a much larger rope-tension drum: a 
Bolivian instrument called a bombo. Despite being from South America, bombos are probably 
closer to medieval European rope-tension drums than the oldest extant European model from the 
16th century, which is decked out in brass fittings that seem unlikely for earlier music. The 
idiophones used in this program include the triangle (made by blacksmith and luthier Ken Koons), 
as well as spoons and body percussion. 
Program Notes by Niccolo Seligmann 
 

Meet the musicians, learn more about Alkemie,  
and more at alkemie.org 

 
 



TEXTS & TRANSLATIONS 

Prologue to Creation
. Listen, and be quiet!
. Pay attention to what I'm about to sing,

.     For the honor of the Lord G-d. 

. I will make it entertaining—
.     I will tell you about the beginning of the world,

:     and let you hear G-d's word.

.       I will not long delay—
. I will reveal the content of the first book, 

. and speak of the same story—
. how G-d created the world.

... Listen, and be quiet...

Channah & P'ninah
.     At this time in the city of Rama 

.      a man named Elkanah who provided for the poor.
.      That same man Elkanah took for himself 

:      two wives, named Channah and P'ninah. 

. Channah was beautiful and well-formed, but
.      her husband Elkanah could not have a child with her. 

.       He was a pious Levite, as it is written. 
:   P'ninah bore him ten children—

.    But he loved marvelously beautiful Channah so much,
.   he could not get her out of his mind, night or day.

.   He never did anything against P'ninah,
:   But he loved Channah much more.

Channah's Prayer
:     G-d, blessed be He, can both kill and raise the dead.

.       He sends sinners to Hell, and aids those in need. 
. He makes the rich poor, and the poor rich. 

:      He brings low those on high, and truly raises the lowly.

.   He raises the poor who lie in the muck.
.      He makes rulers great; His praise is not concealed. 

.     He helps those dear to Him, and repulses his enemies.
.     The fires from the depths of Hell are blasted at them.

.    Holy G-d will set up judgment—
.     He will forget neither poor nor rich.

:  He will send the Messiah, the high-born king.
:   Thus will our enemies surely be destroyed.



Magnificat 
Magnificat et exultavit spiritus meus My soul doth magnify the Lord 
in Deo salutare meo, and my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Savior.
Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae For He hath regarded the lowliness of His handmaiden:
Ecce enim ex hoc For behold, from henceforth,
beatam me dicent omnes generationes. all generations shall call me blessed.
Quia fecit mihi magna qui potens est, For He that is mighty hath magnified me,
et sanctum nomen ejus, and holy is His name,
et misericordia ejus a progenie in progenies and His mercy, throughout all generations,
timentibus eum. is on them that fear Him.
Fecit potentiam in bracchio suo; He hath shown strength with His arm;
dispersit superbos mente cordis sui. He hath scattered the proud in their hearts' imagination.
Deposuit potentes de sede, He hath put down the mighty from their seat,
Et exultavit humiles. and hath exalted the humble and meek.
Esurientes implevit bonis, He hath filled the hungry with good things,
et divites dimisit inanes. and the rich He hath sent empty away.
Suscepit Israel, puerum suum, He helps his servant Israel, 
recordatus misericordiae suae, remembering His mercy,
Sicut locutus est ad patre nostros, as he promised to our forefathers, 
Abraham et semini ejus in saecula Abraham and his seed, forever.
Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spirito Sancto, Glory be to the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
Sicut erat in principio, et nunc et semper: As it was in the beginning, is now, and shall ever be,
et in saecula saeculorum. Amen. world without end. Amen. 

Satan drinks all the Water 
  G-d, blessed be He, shouted to Satan  

.   with a horrible sound, 
.     that he must drink all the water. 

.   He drank until his belly swelled, 
:     his belly was big and full. 
.   He was quite distraught about this 

. and because he could do no more trickery,
. and in discomfort ran back and forth,

: and in great anger he roared like a bear!

Wer ist, die da durchleuchtet
Wer ist, die da durchleuchtet Who is she who is more translucent
für aller sunnen glanz, than all the sun's gleaming, 
und keüklichen durchfeuchtet, who boldly gives moisture 
uns den verdorten kranz? to the withered wreath? 
Wer ist, die von an dem raien fürt den tanz Who is she who leads the circle dance, 
und dem vil zarten maien and grants the mild month of May
pringt seinen pflanz? to experience the sprouting of plants? 
Ain edle junckfrau klar, It is a noble, pure virgin 
die zwar für war ain sun gebar. who verily delivered for us a son, 
Der keuschlich ain ir vater was, who was in himself her father in a chaste way.



mäglichen rain si des genas, Virginally pure she delivered Him,
selb dreien, freien, unitas, He who signifies the triplicate free unity, 
da von win sein getrößt erlößt by whose help we gain confidence, 
von scharpfer helle gier. Escaping the merciless greed of Hell.

Wer kan die magt volzieren Who might be able to glorify the Virgin
nach adeleicher art? appropriate to her noble character?
Auf erd kain lieber dieren In the whol world, truly,
zwar nie geboren wart. there has never been born a more loving girl.
Ei du traut minnikliche keushe creature! Ah, you lovely, gracious, chaste creature! 
Dein klarheit glenzet an geteusche Your lucidity casts gleaming light 
uber alle figure, on your whole appearance,
recht als der liecht rubein just like the bright ruby
an pein pringt schein durchsichtig vein that effortlessly produces its tender-translucent light,
sein undertan in goldes runst; spreading it over its servants in flowing gold.
der eren van mit vollem gunst I would like to sing devotionally a song about this
trivallen, schallen sunder plunst flag of honor without bragging, singing thrice thereon,
so wil ich, von der zarten warten gnaden schier. and I hope to expect to receive grace from the Beloved. 

Wer ist di ros an doren, Who is this rose without thorns, 
do von man list und sagt, about whom you can read and hear,
und die den großen zoren and who will shoulder the great wrath
all über rugke tragt, all by herself,
wenn si uns an dem jungsten tage machet los when she will free us at the Day of Judgment
aus manigvaltiklicher klage, michel groß? from the variegated and profound misery?
Wen den der schoßen sail He who then is given a piece of rope for his rescue, 
an mail mit hail schon wirt zu tail from the Virgin, free of all blemishes,
ain drumm, der hat dich, Frau, erkant; will have turned toward you, Lady.
der helle phat wirt im entrant. For him the path toward Hell will be blocked.
Ei klare, ware, schildes rant, Oh pure, honest lady, your shield 
Erbrich des tiefels sper, sein ger breaks the devil's spear—
versetz im, junckfrau zier! Amen. Make his lance take a different way! Amen.

Baruch Hagever
: Blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord,

yea, whose hope is in the Lord.
:   Trust in the Lord with all your heart—

rely not on your own understanding.
:    In all your ways keep Him in mind, 

for then He will make straight your path! 
:   Happy is he who has found wisdom,

he who has begotten understanding.
.   Lo, happy is the man whom the Lord reproves— 

despise not the Almighty's teaching! 



Dum medium silentium 
Dum medium silentium tenerent omnia While all things were held in silence,
et nox in suo cursu medium iter per ageret and the night was in the midst of her course,
omnipotens sermo tuus, domine, thy almighty word, O Lord,
a regalibus sedibus venit. came down from Heaven, from thy royal throne. 
Alleluia! Alleluia!

Mi al har Chorev
    Who stood on Mount Horeb,

and heard the order: "Stand with Me!" as Moses did?
     Who led My flock to the desert, fed them manna,

and dew from My well, as Moses did?
Who praised Me with "O merciful and forebearing,"
who whispered "You repent of evil!" as Moses did?
Who beheld the sight of statute testimonial,
witnessed in full vision, not by parable, as Moses did?
Who is he who taught the Torah, 
merited to come within the cloud, like Moses?

  Who stayed for forty days in Heaven, and was
sustained with neither bread nor water, as Moses did?

      Arise, my people, for your light approaches, 
and the glory of the Lord shines upon you! 

Ein wolf
Ein wolf vil jæmmerlîchen sprach: A wolf spoke extremely miserably:
"Wâ sol ich nû belîben, "Where should I go now, 
sîd ich dur mînes lîbes nar since I am, just for trying to preserve myself,
muoz wesen in der âchte. being chased by everyone? 
Dar zuo sô bin ich her geborn, I was born that way, 
diu schult diun ist nicht mîn. it is not my fault! 

Vil manic man hât guot gemach Many a man is doing well 
den man sich valscheit trîben that you see acting dishonestly,
und guot gewinnen offenbar and obviously achieving prosperity
mit sündeclîcher trachte. with sinful pursuit—
Der tuot vil wirser danne ob ich He does much worse than I do
mir næme ein genselîn. when I steal a gosling. 

Jon habe ich nicht des goldes rôt I don't have any gold
ze gebenn umb mîne spîse. that I could give up for my food—
Des muoz ich rouben ûf den lîb durch hungers nôt. Thus I have to rob my body and suffer hunger.
Der valsche in sîner wîse The false man, in his own way,
ist schedelîcher vil dann ich does much more harm than I do,
und wil unschuldig sîn." and still desires to be seen as innocent."



Der may
Der may mit lieber zal die erd bedecket überal, The month of May envelops the entire land—
Pühel, eben, perg und tal, the hills, the plain, mountains and valleys.
Auß süßen voglin schal erklingen, Sweet birds sing and make merry with loud voices—
singen hohen hal galander, lerchen, the tufted lark, the field lark,
droschel, die nachtigal. the thrush, and the nightingale
Der gauch fleucht hinden hin The cuckoo follows them from behind—
nach zu grossem klainen vogelin gogelreich. he pesters these cheerful birds!
Höret, wie er sprach: cu cu, cu cu, cu cu, Listen to what he is saying: "Cu cu!"
Den zins gib mir, den wil ich han von dir, "Give me a toll, I demand it from you!"
Der hunger macht lunger mir den magen schir! "Hunger makes my stomach greedy!"
Ach ellend! Nu wellent sol ich? "Oh misery, where should I turn now?"
So sprach das klaine vich. said the little creature.
Küngel, zeisel, mais, lerch, nu kommen wir singen: Wren, siskin, titmouse, lark, come now, let us sing!
So sang der gauch neur: kawa wa cu cu. But the cuckoo only sang "Cu cu!"
Raco, so sprach der rab, "Caw!" said the crow,
zwar ich sing ouch wol "Truly, my voice is beautiful too, 
Vol müß ich sein, but my stomach must be filled."
das singen mein: "My song goes: 
Scheub ein! Herein! Vol sein! shove it inside! Fill it up!"
Liri liri liri liri liri liri lon, so sang die lerch. "Liri liri lon!" sang the lark. 
Ich sing hel ain droschlein, The thrush announces, "My song is so loud
das in dem wald erklinget. that it echoes in the forest!" 
Ir lierent, zierent gracket und wacket Hey birds, you twitter, jubilate, croak and crow, 
hin und her—Recht als unser pfarrer! here and there—just like our priest!
Nachtigall, dieselb mit irem gesngk behüb den gral. The nightingale could win the grail with her singing.
Upchachi, so sprach das ful, lat uns auch dar zu. "Upchachi!" said the colt. "I want to join in!"
Frue vert die kue der esel lue: "The cow is up early," the donkey cried.
her sak auff meinem nack. "Come here, load onto my back!
Rigo rigo rigo rigo rigo rigo kum. Rigo, rigo, come! 
So rufft die mul, so rufft die mul, so rufft die mul. The mill sounded like this. 
Ker ab, so sprach die mulnerin "Beat it!" shouted the miller's wife. 
heb auff schrey die pawrin, "Lift!" called the farmer's wife.
Nu trag hin mein eselein "Carry it over here, little donkey! 
da da prufta Ja nü leir! There there, just snort your heehaw!
Nicht veir bis dir d'geir dye hawt abziehen Don't be lazy, make some music,
wirt bey dem veyer! until the vulture strips your skin!
Wol auff wol auff wol auff wol auff Get up, get up!"
saylon pint auff schintt dich wolpurg! "Stretch string, ropemaker!" "Curse you, witch!"
Rugel dich gut waydman Hurry up, dear hunter, with your hunting, drinking, 
mit iagen paißn rogken in den tan! and bird-catching in the woods! 

Der may mit lieber zal die erd bedecket überal... The month of May envelops the entire land...



W'Edamah 
That I might know 
That I might know 
what to speak within your gates, 
What should I say
What should I say
and you should answer—teach me!

Mordchei won't bow to Haman
! : Haman: Mordchei, you old fool, bow down!

. : Mordchei: I'm asleep.
! : Haman: Bow down, you old fool!

.    : Mordchei: I'm not at home. 
!   : Haman: Bow down, old fool, I'm telling you!

.  : Mordchei: You're allowed to go in without bowing, 
.     the back door is wide open.

 : Haman: Mordchei, if you won't bow down,
!      I will in truth beat in your roguish back!

.   ! !: Mordchei: Alas! How can I bow and scrape before you? 
.    For you have a cross on your back.

   You'll have to look at me from behind. 
.   And besides, it's not proper

!     That the master should bow before his servant!
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